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1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall prove a certain theorem on the kernel of the p-adic represen- 
tation Gal(PeP/K) + Z; of the absolute Galois group over K= IF,((t)) 
arising from a formal group of some type, including in particular the 
formal completion of an ordinary elliptic curve over K having good super- 
singular reduction. 
Let G be a one-dimensional formal group of height 2 over R = FP[ [t]]. 
Assume that G is “generic” (cf. Section 2), and that p#2, 3. Let 
pc: K” -4; denote the continuous homomorphism which is associated 
with the action of Gal(PeP/K) on p-power torsion points of G via 
reciprocity map of local class field theory, and p”, denote the restriction of 
pc to R”. By the method of Lubin and Tate [lo], we shall attach to G a 
certain local F,-algebra automorphism uG of R which preserves the con- 
tinuous homomorhism pc, i.e., hAf(%At))) = df(t)) for any f~ K”. 
Hence Ker p”, contains the group {f(u,(t))/f(t) 1 f~ K” }. Our main result 
is 
THEOREM 1. The kernel of the homomorphism ps: Rx -+ l!; is the 
closure of the group {f(uG(t))/f(t)l fEK” >. 
Next we shall show that a generic one-dimensinal formal group G over R 
of height 2 is determined by its Galois representation. Under a suitable 
condition on the special fiber of G, we can establish an analogue of 
Coleman power series. Using this, we shall obtain some result which relates 
the isomorphism class of G and the kernel of pG. 
We briefly explain the motivation and the background of this paper. Let 
k be an algebraic function field of one variable over a finite field of charac- 
teristic p > 0 and E/k be an elliptic curve whose j-invariant is transcenden- 
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tal over the prime field iF,. Our interest is in the abelian p-adic represen- 
tation Gal(k”“P/k) 4 Zp” , which gives the action on p-power torsion points 
of E. To begin with, for each place u of k, we consider the local represen- 
tation at u, i.e., the restriction of the above representation to the decom- 
position group at U. When E has good ordinary or bad reduction at ZI, the 
local representation at u is completely determined IS, Lemma 4.2.1 and 
Remark 4.2.2.11. When E has good supersingular reduction at U, although 
some important results on the local representation at u are obtained [5, 71, 
the situation does not seem so clear. Our point of view is to consider the 
continuous homomorphism k,” 4 ;2; (k, denotes the completion of k at 0) 
which is associated with this local representation, in the hope that it may 
shed some light on the global representation Gal(kseP/k) -+ Z;. 
2. THE HOMOMORPHISM pc 
Let p be a prime number and S be a complete noetherian local 
F,-algebra. For any positive integer o and any f(X,, . . . . X,) E 
SC w, 1 “‘, X,,,]], denote by f’P’)(X,, . . . . X,) the power series obtained from 
fv, , . . . . X,) by raising the coefticients to the p”th power. 
All formal groups in this paper are commutative and one-dimensional. 
Let H/S be a formal group and X be a parameter for H. For any local 
if,-algebra homomorphism cx: S 4 S’, we shall denote by HO,, S’ the 
formal group over S’ obtained from H by making a scalar extension CI. In 
particular, if f,: S + S is the p”th power endomorphism, we shall 
abbreviate H @s,-f, S by Htp’). Let F,: H 4 Hcp) denote the Frobenius 
homomorphism which is given by FH(X) = XP. There also exists a unique 
homomorphism (the Verschiebung homomorphism) V, : Hcp’ + H such 
that 
V,oF,=pxid, and F, o V, = p x idHcpb (cf. G31). 
Let R = o’,[ [r]] be the ring of formal power series over [F, and 
K= F,((t)) be its field of fractions. 
DEFINITION 1. Let G/R be a formal group of height 2 and X be a 
parameter for G. Such G/R is called generic if the coefficient of XP in the 
power series [plG (X) is a uniformizer of R, where [plc (A’) denotes the 
endomorphism “multiplication by p.” 
Remark. The above definition is independent of the choice of 
parameters for G/R. 
EXAMPLE (Igusa [S]). Let k = IF,(A) with p # 2, where 1+ is an indeter- 
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minate. Let E/k be an elliptic curve defined by the equation y2 = x(x - 1) 
(x - A). Let w be a place of k of degree 1 such that E has good supersingular 
reduction at w. Denote by k,,. the completion of k at w. Then the formal 
group associated with the N&on model of EOk k,. is of height 2 and 
generic. 
Till the end of Section 3, we assume p # 2, 3. Let G/R be a formal group 
which is of height 2 and generic. For any positive integer m, let ,,G(K) 
denote the kernel of multiplication by pm in G(K), where K denotes the 
algebraic closure of K. Then ,mG(K) is isomorphic to the group Z/pmZ. Let 
pG: K” 4; be the continuous homomorphism associated with the action 
of Gal(KseP/K) on ,,,G(K) (m 2 1) via reciprocity map of local class field 
theory. 
We associate with G a field automorphism uG of K according to Lubin 
and Tate [lo]. Let Go/E, be the special fiber of G/R. Denote by % the 
category of complete noetherian local 5,-algebras with residue field IF,. For 
any object S of %‘, let N(S) be the set of pairs (H, I) consisting of a formal 
group H over S and an isomorphism 
1: HO, F,rG,. 
Let (H, r) and (H’, I’) be elements of N(S). We define the equivalence 
relation + of N(S) by (H, 1) - (H’, I’) if and only if there exists an 
S-isomorphism E: H% H’ such that r = 1’0 Ed, where E,, denotes the special 
fiber of E. Note that for any pairs (H, z) and (H’, I’) there exists at most one 
isomorphism E : HS H’ such that z = I’ 3 sO. 
Lubin and Tate showed that there exists an element (r, r) of N(R) which 
satisfies the following universal property: Let S be an object of $? and 
(H, 1) be an element of N(S). Then there exists a unique local IF,,-algebra 
homomorphism CC: R -+ S such that (f OR,% S, rz) - (H, z), where 7, denotes 
the isomorphism between (f OR,% S)O [F, and Go obtained from i 
The following proposition shows that the element (G, id) of N(R) is also 
universal. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let (I-, i) be as above. Then there exists a unique local 
IF,-algebra automorhism tl of R such that 
(G, id)-(TO,, RI,). 
Proqf: By the universality of (r, i), there exists a unique local 
[F,-algebra endomorphism a of R such that (G, id) - (T(a), ix). Thus we 
only have to show that a is an automorphism of R. Let cp :G r r(a) be an 
isomorphism such that id = iz 0 ‘pO. Since VTIX) o CJI(J” = cp o V,, we have 
1-p 
~(o)=~(o)x(~(o)) ) 
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where X (resp. Y) denotes a parameter for G (resp. T(a)). Since 
[plG (X) = VG(Xp), we see that 
2 (0) = coefficient of Xp in [p] G (X). 
Thus we conclude that T(M) is also generic, hence c1 must be an 
automorphism and r must be generic. Q.E.D. 
For any element cp of AutlFp G,, consider an element (G, cp) of N(R). By 
Proposition 1, there exists a unique local [F,-algebra endomorphism c1 
such that (G, id)- (GOR,, R, id). Thus we obtain an isomorphism 
$5: GrGO,, R such that $I 0 iF, = cp. We shall denote a by uV (or u~,~ if 
the reference to G is necessary). Since cp is an automorphism, we see that uV 
is an automorphism of R. The following properties are easily verified. 
(i) ~~c~=%,o 0 uti. (Note that the group AutFp G,, is commutative.) 
(ii) uV = identity ++ cp E Zp”. 
Let AutlF, R denote the group of local F,-algebra automorphisms of R. 
Then (i) and (ii) imply that there exists an injective group homomorphism 
AutlFp G$Z,” + Aut,/ R given by cp E AutlF,, Go -+ u, E AutlFp R. The following 
invariance of pc with respect to the automorphism u. is an immediate 
consequence of the definition of u,. 
PROPOSITION 2. Under the notation as above, we have po(f(t)) = 
po(f(u,(t)) for any f E K” and any cpEAutEp Go. 
Proof: Let G, = GOR,+ R. As G and G, are isomorphic over 
R, pc = pc,. On the other hand, obviously we obtain p,(f(t)) = 
p,,(f(u,(t)). Thus we get po(f(t)) =po,(f(u,(t)) = po(f(UJt))). Q.E.D. 
Let F denote the Frobenius endomorphism of G,. Note that 
1 -FE AutIFp Go. It is easy to see that 1 -F generates topologically the 
group AutlF, G&7,” which is isomorphic to the additive group 77,. We shall 
write u for U, ~ F (or uo if the reference to G is necessary). 
Let ps denote the restriction of pG to R ‘. By Proposition 2, for any 
f E K”, f (u( t))/f (t) belongs to the kernel of ps. Our result is 
THEOREM 1. The kernel of the homomorphism p”, : R x + ZT is the 
closure of thegroup {f(u(t))/f(t)lfgK”}. 
The proof will be given in Section 3. 
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3. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Let U’ denote the group of units of R which are congruent to 1 mod (t). 
In this section, we introduce a Z,[ [ T]]-module structure on U’ by setting 
(Tg)(t) = g(u(t))/g(t) for any gE U’. Then both Ker p”, and the closure of 
the group {f(u(j))/,f(j) Ife K” > are Z,[ [ T]]-submodules of U’. The main 
step is the determination of the ZP[ [ T]]-module structure of U’. Once it is 
done, the proof of Theorem 1 becomes almost trivial. 
The next lemma enables us to reduce the study of an automorphism u of 
R to that of endomorphisms of G OR (R/t” R) (n 2 1). For any nonnegative 
integer v, define 
u[cI=uou 0 ... ou (p’-times)EAutIF, R. 
LEMMA 1. Let v he a nonnegative integer, and n be a positive integer. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) UC”](t) = t (mod t”). 
(ii) There exists an endomorphism cp of GBR (RIt”R) such that 
Proof: We have ud = uc”’ for 4 = (1 - F)P’. Define x, and y, E Z, by the 
relation (1 - F)“’ = x, + y,F. Since we have ordzp x, = 0 and ordTp y, = v, 
the equivalence easily follows from the preceding argument, which IS due to 
Lubin and Tate. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 2. For any nonnegative integer u, let 
i, = ord,(u[“l(t) - t). 
The determination of i, and i, plays a crucial role in the rest of this 
paper. For any positive integer n, let R, = R/t”+’ R and G, = G OR R,. We 
shall sometimes abbreviate Fo. by F, and VGn by V, for n 3 0. 
PROPOSITION 3. (i) i,= 2. 
(ii) Let cp, be the endomorphism of G, such that cp, @ [F, = F. Then 
where X denotes any parameter for G, , 
Proof: The ring EndEp G, is the valuation ring of a totally ramified 
quadratic extension of Q,. Denote by L the field of fractions of EndEP G, 
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and by 0, the ring Endrp G,. Let LTdenote a Lubin-Tate module over 0, 
associated with a uniformizer F of OL [9]. Then by the definition of 
Lubin-Tate modules, there exists an O.-endomorphism [F](X) of LT such 
that 
[F](X) E Xp (mod FO,) 
and 
g(O)=F. 
Since the characteristic polynomials of the Frobenius endomorphisms of 
LTO IF, and G, coincide, there exists an isomorphism 
Thus the pair (LT@O,lpO,, 1) is an element of N(OJp0,) (cf. Sec- 
tion 2). By the universality of (G, id), there exists an [F,-algebra 
homomorphism cp : R, + OJpO, such that G, OR,,W OJpO, and 
LTO O,lpO, are isomorphic. As (d[F]/dX)(O) = F, cp must be an 
isomorphism. Thus we obtain i0 3 2 and (ii). 
Assume that there exists an Rz-endomorphism cp of Gz such that 
cp OR2 iF, = F. As (p* E p End Gz, cp 0 cp( X) is a power series of Xp. Consider- 
ing the differentials at X= 0, we obtain ((dq~/&)(O))* = 0. Thus, we have 
(&l&‘)(O) E (t’). This contradicts (ii). Q.E.D. 
The next lemma will be used to determine i,. Its proof is based on the 
method of Drinfeld [4]. 
LEMMA 2. For any nonnegative integer v, i,., , 3 pi,. 
Prooj: Define a ring homomorphism ,f: R,,, ~, -+ R,+, by f(r) = rp. 
Then it is easily observed that .f factors through the canonical projection to 
4 1. Denote by f: Ris , + R,,* I the ring homomorphism induced by f: 
As GK)-, is obtained from G,jt 1 by making a scalar extension ,L it is also 
obtained from Gjf , by making a scalar extension J By the definition of i,. 
and Lemma 1, there is an R,x ,-endomorphism cp of G, , such that 
q@ IF,, = p”F. Let I$J denote the R,it ~ ,-endomorphism of G$‘, obtained 
from cp by making a scalar extension J Define an R,,,, _ ,-endomorphism $ 
of G,,, I by 
Then it is easy to see that $0 [F, = p”+ ‘F. Thus we get i, + 1 3 pi,. 
Q.E.D. 
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We regard U’ as a Z,,[ Z’]-module by setting (T’)(t) =f(u(t))/f( t) for 
any ,f‘~ U’. To introduce a Z,[[T]]-module structure on U’, we note the 
following elementary lemma. 
LEMMA 3. For any positive integer n, we shall denote by U” the group qf 
units of R which are congruent to 1 module (t”). Assume v(t) E R and 
ord,( v( t) - t) = m 3 2. 
(i) Jf ,f(t) belongs to Cl”, then f(v(t))/,f(t) belongs to U”+“~ ‘. 
(ii) If,f(t) belongs to U’- Un+’ and n is prime to p, then ,f(v(t))/,f(t) 
belongs to u” + m ’ - u” + m. 
Proc$ Easy. 
As i,, 3 2,” by Proposition 3 and Lemma 2, U’/Uzp” is a module over 
Z,[ T]/(( T+ 1 )p” - 1)). Since U’ is complete, U’ becomes a module over 
hmZ,,[r]/((T+ l)““- l)=Z,[[T]]. Let n =Z,[[T]]. To determine the 
n-module structure of U’, we first consider the ,4 @ [F,,-module structure of 
U’ @[F,. Let M’ = U’ @[F,, and pr be the canonical projection from U’ to 
M’. Let 8 denote the homomorphism from M’ to R defined by a(m) = 
t(f“/,f) for f‘~ U’ such that m = pr(f), where ’ denotes the differentiation 
with respect to t. This homomorphism is obviously well defined and injec- 
tive. For any m E M’, let v(m) = ord,(a(m)). We define the submodules M” 
(n > 1) of M’ by setting M” = {m E M’ 1 v(m) 3 n}. Then pr( U”) c M” and 
MW = M”” + ’ The next lemma shows that TM” c M”+ ’ for any positive 
integer n. 
LEMMA 4. (i) For any m E M’, there exists an element ,f(t) E U’ such 
that m = pr(J’(t)) and v(m) = ord,(f(t) - 1). 
(ii) For any mEM’, v(Tm)>,v(m)+ 1. 
Proof: (i) Let s = v(m). Take any element gc U’ such that 
m = pr(g(t)). As t(g’/g) = 0 (mod t”), we have g’ = 0 (mod t” ‘). Thus 
g(t) = h(tp) (mod t”) for some h E Ii’. Put f(t) = g(t) h( tp)-‘. Then 
m = pr(f) and ord,(f- l)>s. As v(m) 3 ord,(f - l), we get 
ord,Jf- 1) = .F. 
(ii) By (i), we can take an element ,f E U’ such that m =pr(f‘) 
and ord,(f- l)= v(m). Then we have v(Tm)>ord,(Tf- 1)3 
ord,Jf- l)+ 1 =v(m)+ 1. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 4. il = 2p + 2. 
Proof We first show that i, > 2p + 1, i.e., pF can be lifted to an 
endomorphism of GZp over R,,. By Lemma 2 and Proposition 3, there 
exists an R,,--, -endomorphism 4 of GZpp I such that 4 @ IF, =pF. Note that 
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4 has a factorization C$ = V, 0 II/ 0 FG., where II/ denotes an endomorphism of 
G(P) zp , such that II/ @I [F, = F. Let @J denote the formal group law of G. We 
also use the same letter for the formal group law of G, (n 2 0). As II/ is an 
endomorphism of GE!- , , we have 11/ 0Q(P) = QCp) o II/. 
Fix a parameter X for G. We shall use the same letter for the induced 
parameters for G,, (n > 0). Let ’ denote the differentiation with respect to X. 
Take an element 6(X) of R,,[[X]] such that $(O)=O and $(X)-$(X) 
(mod r2”). Let 4 = V, 0 $0 FG: G,, -+ G,. We shall show that ~,6 is an R,,- 
endomorphism of G,, . Let A(X, Y)=$o@‘“‘(Xp, Yp) and B(X, Y)= 
@‘“‘($(Xp), $( Yp)). Then A(X, Y) z B(X, Y) (mod t’“). Take any element 
d(X, Y) E R2,,[ [X, Y]] such that A(X, Y) = B(X, Y) + t2” d(X, Y). Then 
V,(A(X, Y)) = V,(B(X, Y) + t2”d(X, Y)) 
= V,(B(X, Y)) + t2”d(X, Y) x V&(B(X, Y)). 
On the other hand, as VJX) (mod t) is a power series of Xp, we have 
V& = 0 (mod t). Hence we obtain V,(A(X Y))= v,(ax Y)), so 
V, 0 $0 @(P)(P, YP) = V, 0 @(p)($(Xp), $( Yp)). Since V, 0 QcP) = @o V,, 
we conclude that 4 = V, 0 I+& 0 F, is an endomorphism of G2p/R2p. Thus we 
obtain i, 3 2p + 1. 
We shall show that i, # 2p + 1. Suppose that i, = 2p + 1. Then for any 
rnE M’ such that u(m) is not congruent to - 1 modulo p, we have 
v(TPm) = v(m) + 2~. Applying this repeatedly to m = pr( 1 -t), we have 
u( Tp2m) = 1 + 2~‘. Since 
we obtain i, < u(TP2m) = 1 + 2p2. On the other hand, we have 
p(2p + 1) 6 i, by Lemma 2, a contradiction. Thus we have i, 2 2p + 2. 
Next we shall show that i, <2p + 3, i.e., there exists no lifting of pF to 
G 2p + 2lR2, + 2. Suppose that there exists an endomorphism cp of GZpf2 over 
R 2p+2 such that cp@ [F,=pF. By the preceding argument, q(X) is of the 
form V,o$(Xp)+t 2p”/z(X), where q(X) is an element of R2P+2[[X]] 
such that $(X)=$(X) (mod t2p) and q(O) = 0. 
The minimal polynomial of F in EndEP G, is of the form 
F2+paF+pph (aEZp and bEZpX). 
Thus cp satisfies the equation ‘p2 + p2acp + p3b = 0 in End GZp+ 2. For any 
z E Z,, let [z](X) denote the endomorphism “multiplication by z.” Then 
cp 0 cp(W = WC -p2al 0 CPW), C -p3bl(W) 
= @( [ -a] 0 V, o Vg) 0 (P(~‘)(X~~), [ -61 o Vc; 0 V$‘) o V$‘)(Xp3)). 
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Note that q(X) modulo (t) is a power series of XP’ and that V&J’) 
modulo (t) is a power series of X”. As p2 > 2p + 3, we know that cp’J”‘(X) is 
a power series of Xp’ and that @“J(X) is a power series of Xp. By the 
above descrition of cpocp(X), we conclude that cp ocp(X) is of the form 
G(Xp”). Thus we obtain 
cpc, q(X) = I’, 0 $0 V&“‘(Xp’) + t2”+ ‘h( VG(Xp2)) = G(XP4). 
Hence 
V,+V$‘(XP)+tZP+‘h(VG(X))=G(Xp2). 
Differentiating this with respect o X, we get 
t2P+ ‘h’( V,(X)) x V;,(X) = 0. 
(A) 
As V&(X) belongs to ~x(R~~+~[[X]])~, we have h’(V,(X))=O (mod t). 
Thus h’(X) = 0 (mod t). This implies that there exists a power series 
~(W~R,,+,CC~Il such that h(V,(X))= H(XPZ) (mod t). Reducing (A) 
modulo t2P + ’ and replacing Xp by X, we obtain 
V,o $0 V$)(X) + t2”+‘H(XP2) = G(Xp) (mod t2p+2). 
Differentiating both sides at X= 0, we have 
(V;;(O)) 1+ p x q’(O) G 0 (mod t2p+2). 
But since q’(O) E (t”) - ( tP+ ’ 
$‘(O)E(t2p+‘)-(t2p+2), 
) and V&(O) E (t) - ( t2), we get ( V;(O))’ +p x 
a contradiction. Thus i, = 2p + 2. Q.E.D. 
Remark. By a similar argument, we can show i, = 2(p” + 
P n- I + . . + 1). As we shall not use this fact, the proof will be omitted. 
The next corollary is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3 and Propo- 
sitions 3 and 4. 
COROLLARY 1. Assume that n is not congruent to 0 or - 1 module p. 
(i) Ifu(m)=n, then v(Tm)=n+ 1. 
(ii) Ifv(m)=n, then v(TPm)=n+2p+ 1. 
The following lemmas are crucial in proving Proposition 5, which com- 
pletely determines the ,I-module structure of U’. 
LEMMA 5. Let s> 2 be a positive integer. Then there exists an element 
m, E M’ such that u(mO) = p(s - 1) - 1 and v( Tm,) =ps + 1. 
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Proof: Suppose that v( Tm) # ps + 1 for any m E M’ such that u(m) = 
p(s-1)-l. Let m’ be an element of M’ such that v(m,)=p(s-2)+1. 
Then we have v(Tp~2m’)=p(s-1)-1 and v(TPm,)=ps+2. From the 
assumption and (i) of Corollary 1, we have v( TP ~ ‘m, ) = ps - 1. 
Next let m, be any element of M’ such that u(m2) = p(s - 2) + 2. For any 
m,EM’such that u(m,)=p(s-2)-l, we have u(m,+m,)=p(s-2)-l. 
From the above argument, we obtain v( Tp- ‘m,) = u( Tpp ‘(m, + m2)) = 
ps-1. Thus we have v(Tp ‘m,)>ps-1. If v(TPp’m2)=ps-1, then 
there exists an element m,EM’ such that v(m’)=p(s-2)-l and 
u(TPp’(m’ +m,))>ps- 1, a contradiction. Thus we get u(T”-‘m,)> 
ps-1,sov(Tp~‘m2)~ps+1.Asp~5,wehavev(TPm,)=ps+3by(i)of 
Corollary 1. Since v(TPp’m2)>ps+ 1, we get v(TP~‘m2)=ps+2. From 
the assumption and the fact that v( TPp ‘m2) = p(s - 1) - 1, we must have 
u(Tp~2m,)#ps+ 1. Thus we obtain v(TPp2m2)=ps- 1. 
On the other hand, note that v( Tpp ‘n) = ps - 1 for any n E M’ such that 
u(n) = p(s - 1) + 1. For any m, as above, we can choose n such that 
v(n) = p(s - 1) + 1 and u(Tp~2(m, + n)) > ps - 1. Since v(m2 + n) = 
p(s - 2) + 2, we obtain u( Tp ~ ‘(m2 + n)) = ps - 1, a contradiction. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6. Let m he an element of M’ such that u(m) = sp - 1. Then 
sp+2du(Tm)d(s+l)p+l. 
Proof By Lemma 5, there exists an element m, of M’ such that 
v(m,) = sp - 1 and v( Tm,) = (s + 1) p + 1. Let m be as above. Choose an 
element 2 of ‘; such that m - Am, belongs to A4”P+ ‘. Then T(m - Am,) E 
MJpf2. As Tm, belongs to M’“+“P+’ c IW’~+~, we have TmE Msp+2. 
For the other inequality, suppose u( Tm) 3 (s + 1) p + 2. Let I be as 
above. Then v( T(m - Am,,)) = (s + 1) p + 1. As v(m - Am,) 2 sp + 1, we 
must obtain v(m - Am,) = (s + 1) p - 1. Then by the above argument, we 
have v( T(m - E.m,)) b (s + 1) p + 2, a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7. (i) Zf n# 1, p+ 1, then M”c TM’+M”+‘. 
(ii) If n= 1 or p-t 1, then M” d TM’+M”+l. 
Proof: Assume that n is not congruent to 1 modulo p. By (i) of 
Corollary 1, the assertion follows immediately. Assume that n = 1 + ps for 
some positive integer sa 2. In this case, Lemma 5 implies the assertion. 
Thus we have shown (i). 
Assume n = 1. As TM’ c M2, the assertion follows. Finally assume 
n = 1 + p. Suppose that there exists an element mEM’ such that 
v(Tm) = p + 1. Then we have v(m) = p - 1 by Corollary 1. But by 
Lemma 6, V( Tm) 3 p + 2, a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
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Combining these, we now determine the n-module structure of U’. 
PROPOSITION 5. U’ is a free A-module of rank 2 generated by any 
elements a and p of U’ such that u(pr a) = 1 and u(pr p) = 1 + p. 
Proof: Take any elements cx and p as above. First we show that U’ is 
generated by tl and /? as a n-module. As U’ is a compact /i-module, it suf- 
fices to show that U’/(p, T) U’ = Ml/TM’ is spanned by pr M and pr fl over 
F,. By Lemma 7, we have Mp+2~ TM’, SO (M’/MPf2)/T(M1/MP+2)= 
Ml/TM’. Again by Lemma 7, we easily conclude that dim,p(M1/7’M1) = 2 
and that Ml/TM’ is spanned by pr CI and pr 8. 
Second we show that M’ is a free ii/p/i-module generated by pr c( and 
pr /?. Let m = pr c( and n = pr /I. Assume that there exist elements 1 and j of 
A/p/l such that (1, p) # (0,O) and Am =/Yin. By Lemma 6, M’ has no 
T-torsion. Hence we may assume that either 2 or p is not divisible by T. As 
u(i:m) = z&i&) 3 u(n) = 1 + p, 2 is divisible by Tpp ‘. Then by Lemma 6, we 
have v( Tp- ‘m) 3 p + 2. Thus ,ii must be divisible by T. This contradicts the 
assumption that either il or ,ii is not divisible by T. 
Lastly we shall prove that U’ is A-free. Assume that there exist elements 
3. and p of n such that (j., p) # (0,O) and %sc =pp. As Ii’ has no p-torsion, 
we may assume that either 1” or p is not divisible by p. As M’ = U’/pU’ is a 
free /i/PA-module generated by pr c( and pr B, both i. and p are divisible by 
p, a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
Thus we can now give the proof of Theorem 1. Since pi. is surjective 
[7, 81, we have Ker pz c U’. Let 
U’,‘=the closure of the group fFifrzKx} 
={~x(y);~gdJ~,z.Lp}. 
As i, = 2, we have u(pr(u(t)/t)) = 1. Then Proposition 5 implies that the 
Z,-module U’/U ‘,O is free of rank 1. By the surjectivity of &, we have 
p”,( U’) = 1 + pZ,. Since 1 + pZ, is also a free Z,-module of rank 1 and 
U I.0 c Ker PO,, we obtain the equality Ker p% = U’,‘. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 1. 
4. CONNECTION WITH THE R-ISOMORPHISM CLASSES 
For the most part of this section, we shall not impose any condition on a 
prime p. Let K”’ denote the maximum unramilied extension of K, and R”’ 
denote the valuation ring of K”‘. 
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THEOREM 2. Let G and H be generic formal groups of height 2 defined 
over R. Then 
(i) pG. and pH coincide if and only if G and H are isoorphic over R. 
(ii) p”, and p”, coincide if and only if G and H are isomorphic over R”‘. 
Proof: First we show that the assertion (ii) implies (i). If pc = pH, then 
G and H are isomorphic over R”‘. Take an isomorphism s: G r H over R”‘. 
Let 0 E Gal(K”‘/K) denote the Frobenius automorphism. As sP ’ o (TS is an 
automorphism of G over R”‘, we have s-i 0 gs = [z]~ for some ZE ;Z;. 
Take a uniformizer rtG (resp. rrH) of K which is a universal norm of the 
Z,“-extension of K associated with G (resp. H). Then we can show 
PG(%/~")=z-l, as in [9]. On the other hand, it follows from the 
assumption that p&n,) = 1 and ~~(71”) = po(n,) = 1. Thus pG(x&rH) = 
1 = z ~ ‘. This implies that the isomorphism s is defined over R. The “if” part 
is obvious. 
Let us show the assertion (ii). We only have to show the “only if” part. 
Suppose that p$=pi. First note that both GO K and HO K are mul- 
tiplicative formal groups over K. Let dl (resp. 4;) be an isomorphism 
4, : G 3 G, (resp. & : H 3 G,) over Pep, where G, denotes the formal 
multiplicative group the law of which is given by X+ Y - XY. A result of 
Gross [S, Theorem 2.71 implies that g$r 0 4;’ = g#2 0 0;’ E Aut G, 7 Z; 
for any g E Gal(K”‘P/K”‘). Let s = 4;’ 0 dl. Since gs = s for any 
g E Gal(PP/K”‘), s is an isomorphism between G and H over P’. We first 
show that s is defined over R”‘. Let X (resp. Y) be a parameter for G 
(resp. H) and s(X) = C,“= 1 s,X” (s, E K”‘) be the power series expression for 
s. Suppose that there exists a positive integer n, such that s, E R”’ for u < n, 
and s “0 E K”‘- R”‘. Let 
w,=$$o, and wrr=$+(0). 
By the assumption that both G and H are generic, wG and wH are unifor- 
mizers of R. Comparing the n,th term of the equality so V, = VHo .@), we 
have s,,~ x wz - wH x S&E R”‘. As wH x s{, does not belong to R”‘, we have 
n,+ordR,~s,,=l+pxordR.~s,,, a contradiction. Again by comparing the 
first term of the above equality, we have s’(0) x V&(O) = Vb(O) x (s’(0))“. 
Since G and H are assumed to be generic, s’(O) is a unit of R”‘. Combining 
these, we conclude that s is an isomorphism over R”‘. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2. Let G/R be a generic formal group of height 2, and v be 
an element of Aut&, R. Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
0) pc(f(v(t))/f(t)) = 1 for any f E K”. 
(ii) u = uV for some cp E AutFp Go. 
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Proof The implication (ii) -+ (i) has already been shown in 
Proposition 2. Let us show the implication (i) + (ii). Let u be as in (i). 
Define G, = G OR,” R. Then by Theorem 2, G and G, are isomorphic over 
R. Take an R-isomorphism s: G% G,,. Let cp = s@ [F,. Then we know that 
(G,., id) - (G,, id) in N(R). Thus we observe that u = uq. Q.E.D. 
From now on, we shall mainly consider the formal group G/R which 
satisfies the following condition: 
F’ - up = 0 in End,” G, for some a E Zp” (B) 
In this case, we can obtain a stronger result using an analogue of Coleman 
power series [ 11. 
THEOREM 3. Let G and H he generic formal groups of height 2 over R. 
Suppose that both G and H satisfy condition (B). Then 
(i) Ker pc; and Ker pH coincide tf and only zf G and H are isomorphic 
over R. 
(ii) Ker ~0, and Ker p% coincide if and only tf G and H are isomorphic 
over R”‘. 
Before the proof of Theorem 3, we here give a corollary under the 
assumption that p # 2, 3. Let 
COROLLARY 3. Let G and H be as in Theorem 3 and assume that 
p # 2,3. Then 
(a) The automorphisms uo and un coincide if and only if G and H are 
isomorphic over R. 
(b) The groups U, and U, coincide tf and only if G and H are 
isomorphic over R”‘. 
Remark. The “if” parts of (a) and (b) hold without the assumption that 
p # 2, 3. 
Proof We first prove the “if” part of (b). Take an isomorphism 
s : G 2i H over R”‘. Then we have S-I 0 gs = [zlG for some z E Zp” , where (T 
denotes the Frobenius automorphism of k?‘. Take an isomorphism 
cp: GrGOR,uc R such that q @ IF, = 1 -F. Let us define an isomorphism 
$ : H=i HO,z,uc R defined over R”’ by the relation $0 s = (s@~,~~ R) 0 q. 
Then it is easily observed that $ is defined over R and that $ @ IF, = 
1 -z-IF. Thus we obtain uG=u , ~ zm 1 F,H E UH. A similar argument shows 
that uH belongs to U,. Thus U, = U,. 
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Let us prove the “only if” part of (b). It is easy to see that 
Ker p% = the closure of the group 
and 
Ker p”, = the closure of the group 
Thus the assumption implies that Ker p”, = Ker p:. By (ii) of Theorem 3, 
G and H are isomorphic over R”‘. 
Now we show the assertion (a). It suffices to prove the “only if” part. By 
(b), G and H are isomorphic over R”‘. Take an isomorphism s: G 3 H over 
R”‘. Let ZE Z; be as above. By the proof of (b) and the assumption that 
uG = uH, we conclude that z = 1. Thus G and H are isomorphic over R. 
Q.E.D. 
Proof c~f Theorem 3. We first remark that the assertion (i) follows from 
(ii). The “if” part of (i) is obvious. Suppose that Ker pG = Ker pH. Then G 
and H are isomorphic over R”‘. Take an isomorphism s: G 5 H over R”‘. 
Then we have .V ’ 0 G‘S = [z]~ for some z E Z;. Let 7~~ and rcH be unifor- 
mizers of R as in the proof of Theorem 2. Then pc;(rcc;) = pH(n,) = 1. From 
the assumption that Ker pc = Ker pI,, we have pG(rrH) = 1. Then the fact 
that p,(n,/n,,) = z ’ implies z = 1. Thus G and H are isomorphic over R. 
To prove the assertion (ii), we shall use an analogue of Coleman power 
series. First we introduce the following notations. 
Let G/R be generic of height 2 and @(; be the formal group law of G. 
Suppose that G/R satisfies condition (B), i.e., F2 - up = 0 for some a E Z;. 
Let W, : G’“’ + G denote the homomorphism [a]<,. 0 I/,. We fix a sequence 
(yi) such that 
w&l)=0 (Y, ZO) 
W$)(Yz) = Yl 
wY+‘vY,,+ I)= Yn. 
Let k be any subfield of IF,,, where IF,, denotes the algebraic closure of [F,. 
Let 15, = k(( t)) and L, = L,( y,) for any n > 1. We shall denote by ti L,” 
the projective limit of L,” with respect to the norm maps. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let S = k[ [ t]]. 
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(i) Let u=(u,)~l&~L,“. Then there exists a unique power series 
.fu E S((X)) x such that u,, = (T P2”,ff”)( y,) for any n. The map u E @J L,” + 
f,, E S((X)) x gives a hijection between !&I L,” and the subgroup M of 
,fE S( (X)) x satisfying 
(o'fNW,(W)= fl .f'"'(W'(X rl)). 
vcq=o 
(ii) The canonical projection S((X)) x + k((X)) ’ gives a bijection 
between A4 and k( (X)) x. 
We shall give the proof of this proposition in Section 5. 
Now we return to the proof of (ii) of Theorem 3. Let a (resp. b) be an 
element of Z; such that F2 - ap = 0 (resp. F2 - bp = 0) in EndFp Go (resp. in 
EndFp H,). Let W, = [alGo V,: GCp’-+G and W,= [b],o V,: HCp’+ H. 
By Proposition 6, there exists a unique element d(X) of R((X)) x which 
is congruent to X modulo (t) and satisfies the relation 
d( W”(X)) = n d’“‘P’,“‘(X, y)). v//v=0 
Then we know that 4(X) belongs to X. (S[ [Xl]) x. Define a formal group 
H, by the group 
W,, = CUq V,,. Then 
law QH,(X Y) =4(@d6’(X), C’( VI). Let 
we easily have W,,(X) = n v,,m~=o @(H~()(x, q). 
Replacing H by H,, we may assume that the condition W,(X) = 
n v,,l = o @jy”‘(X, q) is satisfied. 
Fix a sequence (y,) (resp. (z,)) such that W,(y,)=O (y, ZO), 
WI;p)(y2) = y,, . . . (resp. W,(z,) = 0 (z, # 0), Wg)(z,) = zl, . ..). By the above 
assumption, the sequence (z;) also belongs to FIJI K( (zi)) x. The assumption 
Ker p% = Ker p”, implies that zie Fp( (y,)) x for any i. From now on we 
assume k = Fp in Proposition 5. Since (z,) belongs to /&I L,” , there exists 
an element ~(X)EX.(S[[X]])~ such that zi=c 2if'P"(Jji) for any i. As 
zi= WjjP”‘)(z,+ ,), we have 
Thus we obtain (a2fo W, - W,o fCP’)(yfi’,) = 0 for any i. By virtue of the 
Weierstrass preparation theorem, we get a2fo W, = W, ofCP’. As 
(w, = a(ap2’ f ‘““(y,))) also becomes a sequence of W,-division points such 
that w.= W(H”‘)(wi+ 1) , there exists an element ZE Z’p” such that 
wi = [z]$“(zi) for any i. Thus we get of = [zlHo f again by the Weierstrass 
preparation theorem. Hence we obtain g2f 0 W, = [z21Ho f 0 W, = 
WHofCP). Let Gf be the formal group over R”’ whose group law is 
4RI,‘Il3,2-16 
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Qc;,(X, Y)=f(@.(fP’(X),fP’( Y))). By the definition, G and G.f are 
isomorphic over R”‘. Then we obtain 
[a]@ VG.,=fn Wc”f(P) ‘= [z 21H0 w,. 
Let I//,:G,r G, (resp. $z : H r G,) be an isomorphism between G, 
(resp. H) and G, over Pp. Then we have [~a]~, 0 $, = $, 0 [~a]~, and 
[phz 2]6,~(C/2=~Z~[phz~~2]H. Then 
[hz ~2]6,0tj$~)=~20 [z m2]Ho W,. Thus 
[u]~,,~~C/~P)=~,O[~]~,OV~, and 
Let w= 11/2~$;‘. Then we get wo [u]~~= [b~~~~]o,ow(~). Iterating this, we 
have wo [u”]~,= [(hz-‘)“]o,o w (pl“ for any positive integer u. From this, 
we conclude that all the coefficients of w must lie in F,. 
Let t, (resp. z2) denote the p-adic representation Gal(PP/K”‘) -+ Z; 
associated with II/r (resp. $2) defined by [r,(g)]o, = gtj, 0 $1’ (resp. 
[rz(g)]o,,=g$,oII/,‘) for any gEGal(KSep/P). As I~~=woI,+~ and 
WEF~[[X]], we have [~2(g)]G,=~~[r,(g)]Q,0~ ’ for any g. Thus 
there exists a continuous automorphism x of Z; such that [x(cc)]o,= 
w3 [cl]&0 w-1 for any a~i?,“. 
We here introduce a Z; -action on the HP-module 1 + fl,[ [X] ] by 
a,:f(X)+f([crls,(X)) for any adz,“. Then l+fl,[[X]] becomes a 
Z, [ [Z; ] ]-module, where Z, [ [Z; ] ] denotes the completed group ring of 
Z,” over Z,. Since (r,( 1 - w(X)) = 1 - w( [cr]o,(X)) = 1 - [X(CX)]~~O w(X) = 
(1 - w(X))x(z), (1 - w(X)) is annihilated by (a, - X(U)) E Zp[ [Z; I]. By 
Lemma 8 below, we know that 1 - w(X) = (1 - X)B for some p E Z!r Thus 
r,(g) = r2(g) for any gE Gal(K”‘P/K”‘), so p”, = pg. By (ii) of Theorem 2, 
G and H are isomorphic over R”‘. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 8. The Zp[ [Z; ] ]-torsion submodule of 1 + fl,[ [X] ] is the 
Z,-module { ( 1 - X)’ 1 z E Z, ). 
Proof: This lemma is an immediate consequence of Coleman’s papers 
[l, 21. Let A = Z,[[Z’,” I]. Let H= Q;’ denote the completion of the 
maximum unramified extension of Q,, and OH denote the valuation ring of 
H. Define 
VMC~ll)“= {f~OHEC~IllfW= 1 WWI. 
We regard (O,[ [Xl])” as an A-module in the same manner. 
Define the norm operator fi: (O,[ [Xl])’ + (O,[ [Xl])” by setting 
(Nf)(l -(l -X)p)= n f(l -{(l -X)). Let 
[“= 1 
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where (T denotes the Frobenius automorphism of H/Q,. Then the canonical 
projection (O,[ [Xl])” + 1 + D-PC [X]] induces an A-module iso- 
morphism between MO and 1 +XlF,[[X]] [l, Proposition 143. 
On the other hand, applying Theorem 22 of [l] to the case K= Q,, 
H = Q;’ and F= G,, we obtain an exact sequence of A-modules 
where VC O,[ [X]] is defined as follows: 
v= 
i 
gEOH[[x]] 1 g(l -[(l-X))=0 . 
p= 1 I 
We regard V and O,[[X]] as A-modules in the same way. It sufftces to 
show that V is A-torsion free. Note that V and O,[[X]] become 
O,[ [Zp” ]I-modules in the natural manner, where O,[ [Z; ]] denotes the 
completed group ring of Z; over 0,. As in [2, Theorem 3 3, we can prove 
that V is a free O,[[Z,” I]-module of rank 1 generated by 1 -X. In 
particular, V is A-torsion free. Q.E.D. 
5. THE PROOF OF PROPOSITION 6 
Our proof of Proposition 6 is a slight modification of that of [ 11, 
Theorem 13.381 for the formal multiplicative group G, over Qp,. As in 
[ 111, there exists the norm operator N: S((X)) x -+ S((X)) ’ and we inter- 
polate elements of lim L,” by using the operator N. We first need several 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 9. There exists a unique map N: S((X)) x + S((X)) x such that 
(NfN w,(X)) = fl f’P’WI;P’(X ~1). 
vGq=o 
LEMMA 10. Let f E S( (X)) x. Then 
N L”,L,_,(f’pn’(y,))=(Nf)(pn~“(y,-l). 
LEMMA 11. Let feS((X))“. Then 
N&f 
FfE 1+ tS[ Cal for any k20. 
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LEMMA 12. Let k 2 1. If f belongs to 1 + t”S[ [Xl], then Nf belongs to 
l+t pk+ls[[x]]. 
LEMMA 13. Let mlk20 andfcS((X))“. Then 
c-ZmNmj- 
o-2kNk f 
El+t IfPf ... ‘P”S[[J-]I. 
The proofs of these lemmas are easy and will be omitted. 
COROLLARY 3. The &nit N” f = lim,, m a-2kNk f E S((X)) x exists for 
all f E S((X)) x and satisfies the condition 
N(N”f)=a*(N”f) and - NiC‘fE 1 + ts[[x]]. 
f 
We now give the proof of Proposition 6. As we do not assume k to be a 
finite field, the following proof is a little longer than the corresponding 
proof of [ 111. 
Assertion (ii) follows immediately from Corollary 3. Let us consider 
assertion (i). Suppose that such f, exists. Then it is easily observed that f, 
satisfies the relation NfU = c* f,,. On the other hand, for any f~ S((X)) x 
such that Nf = a’f, we easily show that the sequence (~~*“f’~“‘(y,,)) 
belongs to &I L; . 
It remains to prove the existence of f,. Multiplying suitable power of 
o-~“(NV)(~‘)(~,J, we may assume that (u,) E O;* for any n, where OLn 
denotes the valuation ring of L,. For each n, choose f,,(X) E S[ [Xl] x such 
that 
u,=a-2”fjtp”‘(yJ. 
(For example, we can take f,(X) E k[ [X]] “.) Let g, = (T-*“N”~~,,. Then 
for any m 2 n 2 0, we have 
u, = NLzm,L, (c--4mflP,Z”‘(y2,))=cr-4m(N2m-nf2m)(P”)(y,) 
=0 -4”(N”-“(N”f2,))‘““‘(yn). 
AS Nmf2m = OZmgm, we obtain U, = d~2m(N”-ngm)(pnt(yn). By Lemma 13, 
we have 
N”-“g, a-hN2m-flf2, 
a*‘??~ n) = CT 2n N” ,fim 
El+t l+P+ “‘+P”s[[J-]]. 
gm 
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Thus we get 
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uil 
CT -- 2nggy y,) 
= 1 (mod t (l+p+ --- +pm)p”) for ail m 2 n. 
If the sequence (g,(X)) converges to an element f(X) of S[ [X]] ‘, we 
have u, = ~*~f(~“)(y,,) for all n 2 1. As S[ [X] J x is complete, it suffices to 
show that g, + A, -1 in S[[X]]” asm-+cc. 
Then 
8,+1 =a-2(m+l) 
( 
~“+‘.!-2m+2 
gm fJ2N”f2?n > 
As AJf2Ja2 f2m belongs to 1 + tS[ [Xl], we obtain 
ElSt 1+p+ ,,. +p+’ ~KJm. 
Thus we only have to show that 
N”-’ (NIk12) + 1 in S[[X]] x as m-co. 
Let h(X) = W,(X)/XE S[ [Xl]. As NLZm+Z,LZm(~2m+2) = uZm, we know that 
Since yZrn is a zero of the power series h 0 W$) 0 W$“) 0 . . . 0 I%$J~~-‘) which 
is irreducible in S[ [Xl], we get 
N*fzw 
~4.f2m 
= 1 +ho wI;p'o f+'g"o . . . o W$'"-"(~~'")xs(~) 
for some .s(X)E S[[X]]. Since W,(@g)(X’, q)) = W,(X) for any 9 such 
that l’,~ = 0, we have 
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for some s,(X) E S[ [Xl]. Iterating similar arguments, we finally obtain 
for some s,+,(X)ES[[X]]. Thus N”-‘(N2f2,+, rs4 
to 1 modulo (Pm-‘, XP2”) This completes the prooi. f2m)(X) is ‘Ongruent . 
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